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Weekly exercise L79_2

Relevez, dans le texte, les groupes verbaux noyaux de proposition et identifiez leurs éléments à l'aide des chiffres de 1 à 7 . 
Exemple : "He has been working" = 1+4+5+7.

Adapted from "The Guardian", "'I don't see them bending': DUP voters back its Brexit resolve", Sun 31 Mar 2019 16.18 BST, Rory Carroll in Killyleagh.
Text
Tory Brexiters who wonder how the Democratic Unionist party (DUP) ended up snagging Brexit will find a simple answer in the party’s heartlands: it’s the backstop, eejit.
The fear of a wedge which is being driven between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK trumps everything. A possible hammer blow to the economy, a rupture in the party’s relationship with farmers, business groups and Tory allies, a threat to Brexit itself – all are prices worth paying.
Because if the union is weakened and a united Ireland creeps closer, the type of Brexit, of if there is Brexit at all, matters not a whit.
“I call it breakfast,” said Patricia Aston, 57, a caterer and lifelong DUP voter. “I voted out, why I don’t know. I know nothing about it.”
Despite haziness on the details, Aston, like other DUP voters in Killyleagh, a village on the banks of Strangford Lough in County Down, wants the UK to leave the European Union and respect the result of the 2016 referendum. Across the Strangford constituency 23,383 voted to leave and 18,727 to remain, a sharp contrast with Northern Ireland’s overall vote to stay.
DUP supporters in Killyleagh are aggrieved and bewildered that Brexit has been delayed, perhaps fatally. They still want to see it happen.
But if the delay endures, or if the UK ends up with a soft Brexit inside a customs union, few seem inclined to blame the DUP or punish it at the polls.
“The party is standing by its political views,” said Roy Walsh, 62, a former Northern Ireland footballer of the year. “I don’t see them bending. Constitutionally it’s the right thing to do.”

